
Does your force have a unit that resolve calls on the telephone rather than sending out 
officers? If the answer is no then please disregard the rest of the questions 

 
West Yorkshire Police have two units who deal with Telephone Resolution. 
 
What is the name of this unit? Some forces call them resolution centres or incident resolution 
teams, others use the names demand hubs or crime support hubs 
 
The initial unit is Incident Management, this unit is sited with call handling. Our calls centres 
try to resolve as much at initial point of contact, assessing calls that may require an Officer 
intervention or an appointment.  
 
The Force Crime Management Unit (FMCU) is still within implementation stage. Staff can 
carry out a telephone investigation and determine whether the call is suitable for telephone 
resolution or allocation – this unit deals with crime based calls. 
 
How many staff work in it and what hours is it manned? 
 

Unit Full staffing capacity Hours of work 

Incident Management 80 24/7 

Force Crime Management 
(FCMU) 

84 24/7 

 
There may be times that additional/reduced Officers/Staff are implemented to meet business 
needs. 
 
How many calls has it handled in a) 2017 and b) 2018? 
 
Full information is not held. We can provide the number of logged calls which have been 
transferred to the FMCU however a proportion of calls are transferred directly with no log 
being created.  
 
What was its budget in a) 2017 and b) 2018? 
 
No specific budget is held. Multiple budgets from other areas have provided the funding due 
to the FMCU still being in implementation stage. 
 
If possible please provide a breakdown of its work eg 40% welfare calls 20% antisocial 
behaviour 10% criminal damage etc 
 
Such percentages are not held. We can only provide the opening and closing categories of 
the logs which would not represent all calls dealt with as a proportion of calls are transferred 
directly with no log being created. 
 
If possible please state what proportion of all calls to your force it handled in a) 2017 and b) 
2018 – or what proportion of demand it has removed from the frontline, if you have 
calculated that  
 
Full information is not held. We can provide the number of logged calls in total and those 
which have been transferred to the FMCU however a proportion of calls are transferred 
directly with no log being created.  
 
No information is held in relation to demand removed from the frontline.  



 
Going forward, when the FMCU has been in operation for a longer period of time, we will be 
able to provide a more comprehensice response.  
 


